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1. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION

Why Movin’On and the cities?

Collaborative work between cities and the Movin’On ecosystem on the subject
of mobility data has been built gradually.

Following in the footsteps of Challenge Bibendum 
created by Michelin in 1998, the Movin’On summit was 
established in 2017 as the annual global summit on 
sustainable mobility, located in Montreal. Today more 
than ever, mobility is a vector of human progress 
as we face urgent challenges in sustainability and 
inclusion. From this perspective, Movin’On operates 
as an ecosystem, including summit and laboratories 
(Paris, Montreal), whose objective is - through a col-
laborative dynamic and co-innovation approach - to 
accelerate actions for the mobility of tomorrow. This 
business-oriented ecosystem which is gradually being 
integrated into major UN initiatives (the transport 
initiative within the framework of the Climate Action 
summit for instance) aims to bring together all the 
relevant stakeholders to drive action, focusing on 
the “4Cs”: Civil society, Companies, Countries, and of 
course Cities.

As such, the city of Montreal has been a stakeholder 
in the summit since its origin, in particular through the 
inclusion of private, public, para-public and high-level 
academic actors in the panels and working sessions 
organized. The metropole of Lyon has been a leading 
actor of the summit from 2018, initially on the topic of 
development cooperation (presentation of the metro 
project of the city of Kochi with technical assistance 
from CODATU - association for urban mobility in the 
developing world - and with the support of Sytral - 
mobility operator for greater Lyon - and the metrop-
olis). But it was in 2019 that the three entities - City 
of Montreal, Metropolis of Lyon and City of Boston - 
started working together under Movin’On, building on 
many years of decentralized cooperation. A working 
session was organized during the Movin’On 2019 
summit on the social acceptability of autonomous 
vehicles, physically bringing together private actors, 
public authorities such as ADEME and renowned 
associations

2019 Movin’On Summit : the first collaboration be-
tween Boston, Montreal et the metropolis of Lyon

Over the past three years, Boston, Lyon and Montreal 
have been conducting atypical pilot projects that test 
out autonomous vehicles in real-life urban environ-
ments. 

Re-conquering public space
As pointed out by Kristopher Carter, Co-Chair of 
the	Mayor’s	Office	of	New	Urban	Mechanics	for	the	
City of Boston, “Cities are for people and technology 
should be responsive to that goal.” At a time when 
urban	traffic	and	air	pollution	have	reached	saturation	
levels, normalizing self-driving vehicles would allow us 
to “re-conquer public space from private car use by 
way of eco-friendly modes of transportation, as well 
as urban planning,” says Pierre Soulard, Urban Mobili-
ty Director for Lyon.

This could represent an ideal opportunity to improve 
upon intra-urban travel — should we choose to imple-
ment it.

Taking roads by storm
Without any behind-the-scenes planning, Boston, 
Lyon and Montreal all took similar approaches to the 
progressive deployment of driverless vehicles onto 
city streets to complete the public transportation 
offer and the last mile delivery. All three focused on 
automated shuttles (minibuses with a capacity of 
about twelve people) in neighbourhoods undergo-

ing revitalization, deliberately turning their backs on 
private vehicles. First and foremost, the cities held 
public consultations on their respective projects, 
then	tested	the	first	autonomous	vehicles	on	roads	
that	were	cordoned	off	from	traffic,	before	extending	
them to the open road and eventually considering 
the experiments conclusive enough to draft relevant 
public policy. 

New connections
No accidents were reported in any of the cities during 
preliminary driverless deployments. Focusing on au-
tomated shuttles is a short-term solution that’s “more 
economically viable” and creates “new connection 
solutions,” to the point of even “imagining new forms 
of urban planning,” notes Soulard. Without predicting 
how all of it will come together in the future, he does 
report that these experiments have allowed the city 
to “assimilate connected vehicle technologies” and 
“move forward” even if private autonomous vehicles 
have little chance of becoming the norm before 2040.
Most of all, Soulard underscores, these initiatives allow 
for an alternative vision, “pointing toward another way 
when it comes to driverless vehicles, different than 
the one proposed by automobile manufacturers and 
pure players — i.e. the private car.”
“With the advent of driverless vehicles, it’s time to 
have a conversation about the kind of city we want to 
build,” explains Montreal city hall’s Stéphane Guido-
in. It’s also time to get excited about the fact that 
“several cities are speaking the very same language to 
operators and manufacturers alike.”
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Why the topic of mobility data?

The three cities are facing common challeng-
es characterized by new urban mobilities and 
driven by data, which deeply affect local ter-
ritories. A growing number of private options 
requiring new uses of public space are emerg-
ing (car-sharing, on-demand transport, electric 
scooters, etc.). These trends disrupt both data 
management (how should cities, as stewards 
of the public good, share data?) and mobility 
policy (based on an overall understanding of a 
city’s supply and demand, what is an integrat-
ed and sustainable mobility plan?). In addition, 
a number of sensitive issues, ranging from 
climate	change	to	data	confidentiality	and	the	
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, reinforce the 
relevance of dealing with urban mobility data 

management and policy in a collaborative and 
ecosystem manner. 

The key question is to determine in what crucial 
ways the management of mobility data can 
help cities to adapt to societal changes and 
business needs. Through this burning question, 
the	Movin’On	ecosystem	identified	a	key	and	
complex issue to support. This topic has to 
involve a broad range of stakeholders to foster 
innovative collaboration and produce concrete 
results. Indeed, management of mobility data 
aims ultimately to improve multimodal mobility 
(one of the key Movin’On pillars, see below).

1. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
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2.  PROMOTION OF A COMMON VISION:   
     A MANIFESTO

A common goal: A Cities’ Manifesto on mobility data

The Movin’On community of interest: 
a facilitator and accelerator of projects

Given the common concerns relating to new 
mobilities and the existing decentralized coop-
eration between the three cities, it was natural 
for the idea of international collaboration on 
mobility data to emerge.  The three cities - 
Boston, Montreal, and the Metropole of Lyon 
- consider the thoughtful use of data critical for 
transportation planning, defending the interests 
of constituents, and improving sustainability 
and inclusivity.

As data, sometimes of a sensitive nature, is 
often collected by various private and public 
actors and operators, sharing data is not always 
as easy as expected. To solidify the bridges be-
tween stakeholders and strengthen the frame-
work for action, the three entities Boston, Lyon 
and Montreal have set themselves the objective 

of	drafting	a	Manifesto	to	define	the	main	prin-
ciples of action that should frame the sharing 
of data in mobility with a view to the common 
good. Obviously, this Manifesto is articulated 
with other coinciding projects and initiatives in 
mind, such as Montreal’s Digital Data Charter, 
and discussions on data governance as part of 
the Smart Cities Challenge.

This Manifesto will be able to cover four major 
themes by June 2021 (next Movin’On summit), 
with the aim of remaining open and potentially 
inspiring mobility ecosystems around the world:
1. Public access and governance
2. Ethics 
3. Private data
4. Data standardization

The Movin’On platform is a business-oriented 
ecosystem which aspires to become the world 
benchmark in sustainable mobility. Over the 
past four years, this ecosystem innovation sys-
tem has helped structure and contribute, with 
the involvement of around 250 companies and 
academics, to communities of interests (CoI) 
either for project development (Do) or for stra-
tegic anticipation (Think). Generically, a CoI is a 
group of partners who are interested in a given 
topic, develop a common vision and jointly ex-
periment with new mobility solutions. 

The cities of Boston, Montreal and Lyon decided 
to form a community to work together on the 
following question :  “How can mobility data 
management play an important role in helping 

cities embrace evolving societal and business 
needs?”

This community of interest is intended to cover 
the entire scope of the four chapters from 
April 2020 to June 2021. This report covers the 
first	chapter	–	Public	Access	and	governance	
(April-July 2020). Through different virtual 
working sessions, the CoI gathered a range of 
different stakeholders both from public and 
private sectors, helping identify key principles 
of	action,	feeding	into	the	first	chapter	of	the	
Manifesto. From this perspective, Movin’On 
within the framework of this community of in-
terest acts as a facilitator and accelerator of the 
3 cities’ Manifesto project, providing structured 
support and the animation of a collaborative 
approach, including digitally.
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3.  DIGITAL INTERACTIVE SESSIONS 

Preparation, approach and methodology

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Movin’On 2020 - 
the global summit for sustainable mobility - could 
not take place live in June in Montreal as planned.  
However, in view of the commitments made by the 
Movin’On platform, an ecosystem working throughout 
the year, Movin’On made the decision to hold “digital 
meetings” on June 3 and 4, 2020. The objective was 
clear: to highlight the results of two communities of 
interest, launch four new CoIs and organize a “Start-
up Challenge” in a digital way.

Regarding the CoI, it was therefore a matter of se-
lecting from around 45 thematic subjects of working 
sessions normally scheduled during the physical 
summit, especially two themes by transforming the 
ongoing exchanges into a real community of interest 
to accelerate action. The CoI with the three cities on 
access of data and governance - with regard to the 
relevance of the issue, its maturity and its potential of 
access - was chosen upstream as a CoI (with a formal 
feedback session on the 3rd of June)

This choice involved an intensive preparation of the 
project by key partners and leaders, in particular the 
cities’ representatives, on a very tight schedule. With 
the critical support of Alstom, we were able to show-
case on the 3rd of June (Movin’On digital meetings) 
the results of our collaborative digital session on 
Access to data and its governance (Chapter 1 of the 
Manifesto).

This virtual session took place on May 20, 2020. In 
a global teleworking mode, it required preparatory 
work,	engaging	city	officials,	Movin’On	and	Talsom	in	

a regular exchange process for around a month and 
a half. This work was an important step to identify 
challenges, objectives and actions to be taken on the 
subject of mobility data in general, and data access 
and their governance in particular. This process was 
useful to structure the method but also the content of 
the collaborative session, mainly the introduction of 
the topic by cities’ representatives, burning question 
per activity and key stakeholders (4C) to integrate. 
Dry Run sessions also had to be organized to become 
familiar with the method relying on the Miro tool.

More than thirty participants met by videoconference on May 20, 2020. Experts from cities, public authorities, 
private companies and academics were brought together (see List of participants in the appendix).

The global sequence was structured as follows:
• Plenary	introduction	by	city	officials;
• Collaborative session around four virtual workshops with experts and stakeholders from both the public 

and	private	spheres	on	the	following	subjects:	definition	of	data,	commitment,	trust	and	governance	frame-
work;

• Closing session with wrap-up, discussion points and main conclusions of the four workshops.

Pre-Content :
• Share timeline, format of a community 

working session between Community 
Manager and leader and present key 
roles and responsibilities  

• Discuss content angle the leader wants 
to put forward making sure it is well 
aligned. Identify main challenge, deliv-
erables,  major content and structure 
milestones.

• Start building the expert community 
and identify of relevant ecosystem 
members.

Validation Session : 
• discuss	the	specific	topic	and	ob-

jectives of the working session and 
roundtable that will take place during 
the Movin’on working sessions.

• Discuss	the	content	to	define	the	
challenge description (title, burning 
question, short description mentioning 
the objectives) and discuss the design 
of the sessions.

• Present the working session design to 
the leader and expert leaders to gather 
feedback	and	finalize	it.

Structure content validation and Working 
Sessions Design: define	your	specific		chal-
lenge, the objectives  and the actions that will  
be taken. This workshop should help establish 
the necessary next steps to achieve the objec-
tives/actions. 

Define your  
problematic

Define you short  
and long term  
objectives

Work on the  
method

Collect 
insights

Define  and  
implement
the next step

Dry Run and activities 
allocation:  test expert 
leaders’s access dto the 
tools by sending them in-
structions and interactive 
mini tests

Virtual working session :  
conduct the working  session 
and  roundtable during the 
Movin’On
• Forum
• Virtual rooms
• Round table

Debrief session : debrief on 
the  accomplishment of  the 
past	months		and	define	the	
next  steps

Final report :  presentation 
of	the	final	report	and	action	
plan. Monitoring of post-event 
activities with the leader for 
the delivery of concrete and 
deliverable actions
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The introduction of the session: what vision of cities?

The leaders (data or mobility) of each city were able to present to the ecosystem on the one hand 
their vision of data sharing in the planning of mobility, and on the other hand the reasons explain-
ing the criticality of the collaboration between the three cities on the topic. 

Kristopher Carter, Co-Chair of New Urban Mechanics, city of Boston, 
highlighted the link between the topic of mobility data and the develop-
ment of the “Go Boston 2030” transportation policy.  The priorities of this 
policy (improving security, expanding access, ensuring reliability) reveal 
the values and guiding principles for the city: use data to deliver better 
and more-equitable services, seek partnership, and don’t be creepy! Kris 
then underlined the importance of drawing inspiration from good prac-
tices from other cities and standards, as well as including constituent 
perspectives in the conversation. 

Véronique Dufort, open data team leader, Urban Innovation Lab, city of 
Montreal, highlighted the reasons why data sharing is key for the city of 
Montreal. She insisted on the importance of sharing mechanisms for in-
formed decision-making by the city concerning a sustainable mobility pol-
icy pursuing the common good. Veronique then underlined the usefulness 
of sharing experiences with the three cities, particularly in negotiating 
with the private sector, as well as the city of Montreal’s guiding principles 
regarding the Digital Data Charter.

Pierre Soulard, head of the urban mobility service of the metropolis of 
Lyon, explained that data is one of the pillars of a sustainable mobility 
plan, in particular to help decision-making, to operate and optimize the 
transit	system	and	traffic	management,	acting	on	behavior	by	setting	up	
MaaS services, proposing new mobility solutions based on sharing but 
also regulating the new use of public space. He then highlighted the key 
role of these dialogue and collaboration with Montreal and Boston, in par-
ticular in dealing with global operators, in terms of policy and standards.

3.  DIGITAL INTERACTIVE SESSIONS 
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The facilitation of 4 virtual sessions - 
the heart of the collaborative approach

After the introduction of the topic by the cities, virtual collaborative work took place. All the 
participants (around 45 participants globally) were divided into four virtual rooms (between 
6 and 10 persons per room), with a burning question and an associated activity. This virtual 
session was facilitated by Miro, a virtual whiteboard.

The three cities with the support of Movin’On and Talsom had carefully chosen the sub-ques-
tions and their sequencing beforehand to facilitate discussions and ensure that many pos-
sible	solutions	were	identified.	The	following	topics	for	the	collaborative	session	have	been	
pre-selected:	data	definition,	engagement,	trust,	and	governance	framework.	For	each	topic,	a	
specific	question	had	to	be	addressed	(1	question:	1	virtual	room):	

• Data definition :	How	can	cities	properly	define	and	structure	data	to	serve	both	private	
and public requirements? 

• Engagement : What incentives could help encourage private-sector stakeholders to share 
their mobility data with cities? 

• Trust: What	role	can	cities	play	in	order	to	improve	the	confidence	of	the	public	and	other	
stakeholders in mobility data sharing? 

• Governance framework : What kind of data ownership framework should be put into 
place to ensure the participation of all stakeholders when it comes to mobility data shar-
ing? 

Each participant was invited to write down their ideas on a virtual Post-It to keep a record of 
the discussions held (see appendices). This collaborative session in the digital age was highly 
appreciated by ecosystem participants from various backgrounds: cities, businesses, academ-
ics, etc.

3.  DIGITAL INTERACTIVE SESSIONS 
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List of participants

3.  DIGITAL INTERACTIVE SESSIONS 
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Feedbacks

Learnings from collaborations across the fourth themes 
(feedback and presentation from June 3rd)

“Lyon Metropole is more than ever involved in the Movin’On 
collaboration, which is an extraordinary catalyst promoting lively 
exchanges around data in the field of mobility.”

Audrey Cauchard, 
Data service manager, Only Lyon

“…This Movin’On virtual initiative provides a better understanding 
of urban mobility challenges and needs in a concrete way!”

Fréderic Bove, 
Vice President Communication-marketing, 
événement & International at Prompt 

“…This collaborative workshop approach helped to understand 
the perspectives of different players and the complexity of the 
issue…”

Piia Karjalainen, 
Secretary General at MaaS Alliance

On June 3rd, during the « virtual Movin’On 
meetings » (see https://www.movinonconnect.
com),	the	results	from	the	first	pass	from	three	
cities regarding data sharing were presented to 
over 400 people from across 52 counties. An-
toine Sautenet (Michelin) was moderating this 
intervention. 

Stéphane Guidoin, director of the city of Mon-
treal’s	urban	innovation	lab,	first	welcomed	the	
participants with an inspirational introduction. 
He presented the primary issues and challenges 
facing cities today and the solutions that cities 
intend to implement to answer these. 

These various challenges were then explored 
in further detail by Kristopher Carter (City of 
Boston), Véronique Dufort (City of Montréal) 
and Pierre Soulard (Métropole de Lyon) with 
a transcript of the introduction from May 20’s 
session. 

The takeaway of sharing this information with 
the public-at-large is focused on illuminating 
the outcomes of collaborative approaches with-
in	the	four	themes:	defining	data,	engagement,	
confidence	and	governance.	

3.  DIGITAL INTERACTIVE SESSIONS 

https://www.movinonconnect.com
https://www.movinonconnect.com
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4.  CONCLUSIONS AND KEY LEARNINGS

Led by Philippe Fortin, 
Open Data Advisor, City of Montreal

DEFINING DATA

Introduction
Whereby cities work diligently to improve public mobility offerings, it is essential to 
properly	define	the	topics	of	public	and	personal	interests.	To	better	serve	the	common	
good, cities need to access compete, comprehensive data to make enlightened decisions, 
and especially to fully grasp the impacts on citizens. This subject is even more important 
when one takes into account the blurred lines that exist between general interest data 
and data which need to be kept private in order to ensure public safety. 

This work was initially about identifying use restrictions and looking into achievable win 
conditions	for	both	the	private	and	public	spheres,	towards	an	efficient	and	sustainable	
mobile future. 
 

Results and findings 
• The	definition	of	public	or	private	interest	is	based	on	the	use	of	the	data,	and	not	the	

data itself. 
• If cities want access to data, they need to explain how they intend to use said data.
• The roles and conditions are similar (whether public or private), in order to respect 

data	confidentiality	requirements.	

Engagement and action 
• Write	a	data-sharing	agreement,	which	clearly	defines	the	range	and	origins	of	the	

data share. 
• Change	habits	towards	the	common	good	–	current	behaviour	focuses	heavily	on	

market objectives. 

How can cities properly define and structure data to serve both private and public 
requirements? 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS AND KEY LEARNINGS

Led by Pierre Soulard,
responsible for urban mobility services for the city of Lyon

ENGAGEMENT

Introduction
Cities are striving to improve and create sustainable mobility solutions for their citizens. 
From this angle, data accessibility and sharing between all involved stakeholders remains 
a major challenge. To maximize  these efforts, cities need to be able to access a large 
swath of data, which is often within the hands of private stakeholders. This reality is also 
true for individuals who wish to discover new data. 

The	stakeholders	of	this	ecosystem	find	themselves	in	a	similar	situation	by	most	mea-
sures. To help understand and engage them on the subject, cities have wanted to know 
what sort of incentives could be offered to help encourage and improve mobility da-
ta-sharing. 

Results and findings 
• Access to a public space can constitute a strong incentive to mobility data sharing 

for private partners, while keeping up the public interest spirit of the data share. 
• The actors of the private sector won’t share their data unless the general interest of 

the common good is promoted and put into work in future uses of the data. 
• We mustn’t ignore the reputational / optics aspect for companies when the data 

share brings added value on the environmental plan. 

Engagement and action 
• Put into place legislation on data sharing which include incentivization plans.
• Create	partnerships	because	it’s	a	method	that	allows	for	mutually	beneficial	returns.	

What incentives could help encourage private-sector stakeholders to share their mobil-
ity data with cities? 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS AND KEY LEARNINGS

Led by Matthew N.K. Smith,
Principal Data Scientist, City of Boston

TRUST

Introduction
The establishment of a bond of mutual trust between the general public, private stake-
holders, and local government is essential to the effective implementation of municipal 
policy. In the current mobility climate, divergent interests can risk driving a wedge be-
tween public authorities and the private sector, particularly when it comes to manage-
ment of critical and sensitive data. In this light, cities are asking themselves how they can 
best navigate this complex interaction with various stakeholders to both reinforce public 
trust	and	confidence	and	build	meaningful	and	mutually-beneficial	partnerships.

Cities	believe	that	maintaining	this	confidence	is	critical.	Mobility	data	collaborations	with	
shared	confidence	have	the	potential	to	jointly	uncover	information	and	build	under-
standing that will better connect the population to the different actors, a positive out-
come for all.

Results and findings 
• Careful consideration of the way data is collected and used can build mutual trust 

between cities, private entities and the public.
• Greater involvement of city residents is vital to improving services and increasing 

public understanding.
• New developments and challenges in data protection are disrupting the mobility 

space and weakening trust - all stakeholders must be agile in reacting.

Engagement and action 
• Conduct educational outreach with city residents, improving data access and raising 

the level of public data expertise.
• Place users at the centre of our data mobility plans and ensure that they understand 

this data.

What role can cities play in order to improve the confidence of the public and other 
stakeholders in mobility data sharing? 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS AND KEY LEARNINGS

Led by Veronique Dufort, 
Open Data Team Leader, Urban Innovation Lab, 
City of Montreal

GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

Introduction
With all stakeholders of the complex mobility ecosystem, it’s important to create a clear 
governance	framework.	We	hope	to	first	grasp	the	key	success	factors	that	will	allow	for	
global mobilization across data sharing. 

By sharing data, the potential for innovation adding value to citizens’ mobility is unde-
niable. While cities have a vested interest in promoting the public good, we understand 
that any entity producing mobility data needs to have a reason to share it. In this sense, 
cities wish to better anticipate the expectations on what cities can provide in this ex-
change. 

Results and findings 
• The notion of responsibility applies to all the actors, and cities have to take ownership 

of this responsibility. 
• The number of actors in the ecosystem is very important, greater than what cities 

could	have	predicted.	The	focus	should	be	on	defining	roles	and	responsibilities	to	
keep	the	framework	flexible.	

• Many	expectations	exist	concerning	the	roles	of	cities	:	common	language,	defining	a	
clear vision based upon the opinions of the various actors, advise on best practices. 

Engagement and action
• Define	the	conditions	to	success:	participation,	ethics,	education,	privacy.	
• Establish our role as protectors of the public good and not as administrators of the 

governance framework. 

What kind of data ownership framework should be put into place to ensure the partici-
pation of all stakeholders when it comes to mobility data sharing? 
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5.  CHAPTER 1 ON MOBILITY DATA ACCESS 
AND GOVERNANCE

Leaning on the Movin’On ecosystem, this manifesto contains action items intended for 
cities	–	in	this	case,	the	cities	of	Boston,	Montreal	and	Lyon	who	are	the	leaders	of	this	
community	of	interest	(CoI).	This	project	only	looks	at	the	very	first	chapter	regarding	
data access and governance. It stands to gain from input both by feedback from on-
the-ground experience within each city as by the development of the following chapters 
of the Manifesto. , namely Chapter 2 (ethics and equity), Chapter 3 (data privacy) and 
Chapter 4 (data standardization). 

This	Manifesto	in	its	first	Chapter	is	the	result	of	a	systemic	,	continuous	and	collaborative	
approach involving a number of public, private and academic organizations. Its goal is to 
remain open and to inspire other stakeholders, namely local government. It also aims to 
permanently improve mobility services and the use of their data, and to meet the re-
quirements of sustainable, social and environmentally-conscious mobility.

Chapter 1 
PUBLIC ACCESS AND GOVERNANCE 
(Defining	Data,	Engagement,	Trust	and	Governance	Framework)

In the shared mobility data ecosystem, cities must take on the role of protectors of the 
public interest, not just as managers of the framework. They are key actors within this 
ecosystem	and	should	encourage	virtuous	behaviour	in	terms	of	public	data	–	they	play	
the dual roles of both facilitators for all the stakeholders as well as protectors of the pub-
lic interest. 

Seven action principles are in place to guide the actions of cities in terms of data and 
governance.	These	principals	should	be	put	into	action	in	the	field	and	constantly	evolve.
1. Position themselves as protectors of the public interest and of governance, without 

necessarily being the managers of this framework.
2. Put into place the conditions for success for this same governance framework: partic-

ipation, ethics, literacy and privacy. 
3. Suggest	a	data	sharing	agreement	that	clearly	defines	the	origins	and	intended	use	

of the shared data. 
4. Put into place regulations to frame incentives for private enterprise to share their 

data. 
5. Put	into	place	new,	mutually-beneficial	partnerships.	
6. Improve access to data and grow citizens’ knowledge on the nature of this shared 

data. 
7. Put the user at the centre of mobility and of data sharing when it comes to deci-

sion-making. 
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6.  NEXT STEPS

Cities can lean on the Movin’On ecosystem and should test these action principles in 
order to enrich them with their own experience and on-the-ground reality. In addition, 
the main objective of this continuous, collaborative approach is to create a common 
roadmap and manifesto in four chapters, as mentioned previously: Data access and gov-
ernance, Ethics and equity, Data privacy and Standardization. We are working on other 
consulting	activities	and	workshops	in	order	to	find	similarities	in	the	parallel	efforts	per-
formed by the cities of Boston, Montreal and Lyon. 

The next opportunities for driving action will be the Entretiens Jacques Cartier (digital 
edition from the 2nd to the 4th of November 2020) and the 2021 Movin’On world summit 
in Montréal, planned from June 1st to 3rd, 2021. 
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7.  APPENDICES Extracts of Miro
     (collaborative digital session)

Group 1: 
Data definition

Burning question
How can cities appropriately define data to serve both private and public interests?

Collaborative session (Miro extract)

Participants	were	first	asked	to	provide	examples	of	datasets	commonly	used	by	the	
mobility ecosystem. They then thought of different uses that could be made from these 
data	sets	to	serve	both	the		private	and	public	interests.	They	finally	established	a	set	of	
conditions and key factors for the success  in the sharing of mobility data. This collabo-
rative virtual room was led by Philippe Fortin, open data advisor, Urban innovation Lab, 
Montreal, and facilitated by Éric Dupont, Vice president at Talsom.
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7.  APPENDICES Extracts of Miro
     (collaborative digital session)

Group 2: 
Engagement

Burning question
What incentives could encourage private parties to share their mobility 
data with cities?

Collaborative session (Miro extract)

With the support of Pierre Soulard, Urban Mobility Service Manager, metropole de Lyon, 
and the facilitation support of Camille Lajeunesse Tougas, Consultant at Talsom, partici-
pants needed to put themselves in the position of private parties and bring incentives in 
6 different areas: market, social, technology, politics, legal and environment. Efforts were 
also	brought	to	find	incentives	outside	of	financial	aspects.
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7.  APPENDICES Extracts of Miro
     (collaborative digital session)

Group 3: 
Trust

Burning question
What roles can cities play to improve the general public and other stakeholders’ 
confidence in sharing mobility data?

Collaborative session (Miro extract)

Participants expressed themselves on ways to engage the community and draw on con-
stituent voices, on how cities could work with partners to signal purpose and data use, 
on	how	privacy	policies	affect	trust	in	data	sharing	and	finally	on	new	technologies	op-
portunities & challenges. Matthew Smith, principal data scientist, city of Boston, brought 
his expertise and experience, supported by the facilitation skills of Dany Jutras, Innova-
tion consultant at Talsom.
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7.  APPENDICES Extracts of Miro
     (collaborative digital session)

Group 4: 
Governance Framework

Burning question
Which governance framework must be put in place to ensure all stakeholders’ 
participation in sharing mobility data?

Collaborative session (Miro extract)

For this last exercise, with the support of Véronique Dufort, open data team leader, Ur-
ban Innovation Lab, city of Montreal, and the facilitation support of Marie-Pier Chicoine, 
Senior Consultant at Talsom, participants were asked to identify main shared mobility 
data ecosystem stakeholders, roles and activities to include in a framework, expectations 
on the place of the cities in this governance framework and the  key conditions to the 
success of mutualisation.
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